
 
 In the name of family, machupichku materinu   
  

 

 

Last may, I was visiting friends in Croatia for a couple of weeks. I went to Zagreb 
and to Rijeka, intending to take a vacation from my anti-racist activism in 
Germany. As tourists may do, I casually walked the streets of Zagreb until it 
became practically impossible to avoid a feeling of rage, growing in my mind 
alongside this ironic thought : that even though it’s not 
 because of the colour of my skin, politics wouldn’t leave 
me alone just because of who I am. At every street corner, 
I was faced with people who disagreed fiercely with the 
existence of my family, and with my being in their world.  

I was born and raised in a lesbian couple —I also have a very nice dad, not to 
forget him. for the last few weeks, this simple biographical fact suddenly took on a 
political dimension it never had before. I would even say that, since I stopped 
seeing it as a personal problem, this had no importance at all in my life. It’s just 
who I am ; no more, no less. When I was little, it happened to be a source of 
suffering, mostly when I had to deal with the extreme commonplace homophobia 
amongst the other kids in the playground as well as that of French society in the 
1990s.  It took time to figure out that this was actually a nice family to grow up in, 
and even that I was luckier than many other kids as i had more parents and never 
lacked love or respect from them. Looking back, i think this little difference gave 
me particular strengths in my grown-up life. With time, I realized that i was far 
from being the only one in my society to be forced, at a very young age, into 
understanding what the word « prejudice » means. 

So, I was seeing those banners showing four figures holding hands. A 
heterosexual family, obviously. In Croatia then, some people were trying to collect 
enough signatures to introduce a referendum, in order to write into law in their 
country's Constitution that marriage shall only unite people of different sexes. In 
the name of family, they say. First of all, the only way to understand this 
argument is to conclude that my family is not a family, or that it should never be 
one in the eyes of the Croatian state. I guess it should just stay underground 
forever, hiding itself during daylight. Now, from this point of view, marriage is what 
those activists consider as defining a family before the community, beyond blood 
or any de facto situation. Not only Croatian anti-gay activists ; in deed, some 
weeks before, in France, a law was to be voted to let homosexual couples get 
married, this project faced a huge, unexpected opposition. During the last 



demonstration, I read that there were more than 150000 opponents protesting in 
the streets of Paris. In France as well as in Croatia, they all claimed that the true 
potential danger to fear is that gay couples could end up having kids and found 
families. God save us. 

I exchanged a few words with one of the activists of this Croatian initiative. With 
great compassion, I tried to tell her that by participating to such a campaign, she 
directly hurt real people, she denied their very right to exist to established families 
like mine, saying that they should never be, that I should not be born. This person 
was apparently very upset, blessing me very loudly and praying god for the sins 
of my mothers, at the same time screaming and pushing me away from her 
stand. Maybe she was afraid of herself, facing her own deeds. I am convinced 
that she was doing this « good action » thinking of her true Christian values and 
of the good of society, of the Bible, maybe of her own family. She even said she 
was not homophobic, no kidding. With geat compassion, I understood this 
reaction, I guess I would also be upset looking at someone in the eyes and telling 
her « your birth is a sin, you should never exist». It reminded me of this beloved 
curse Croatian friends kept teaching me from the first second I stepped into 
Croatia, « go back into your mother’s vagina ». 

She was far from using those words, and I am sure she was unaware of the dark 
dimension of what she was performing. She was not the kind to insult us, or to 
beat up young gays behind a church after sunset. No, she probably just thought 
that marriage is a symbol, and family is a value ; maybe marriage is the symbol of 
Christian love between two people ; and family is the institution of a proper adult 
life in a Christian society, something like that. Such important values had to be 
kept, I believe she thinks, because this opinion is like any other, making no harm, 
just aiming at a better society. No, she does not want us dead. 

Quite ironically, she thinks almost like my anarchist friends. Of course for myself, 
I had known for a long time that my family is no value. That’s why we sometimes 
had to protect it, through lies, so that some people don’t recognize it as such. It’s 
only when I considered this anti gay-marriage mobilisation that I realized 
marriage shall not be reduced to a symbol either. The christians are right. 
Marriage is the only existing jurisdical means our post-Christian states offer to 
acknowledge the existence of a family independently from kinship. And because 
it is a matter of rights, it is very tangible. My mothers were never married or 
divorced, of course : it was forbidden to them. The countrary would mean that 
they could have had the possibility to legalize my relationship to my sister, who 
was adopted by Marité only, because they were forbidden to adopt her as a 
married couple of course. It means that I could have the possibility to be legally 
responsible for my sister, to be allowed to sign papers for Marité in case 
something happened to her, if she would get sick or senile, or next time she finds 



herself in a moto crash (god save us). It also means that my mothers could have 
the possibility to organize their inheritance for us. (Once again, thank god that 
Marité has probably nothing serious to leave me…) 

Apart from some important material issues, marriage can mean a lot in those 
moments of a daughter’s life : all those tangible rights are part of the package 
hetero-kids get, when the state acknowledges the structure of their family through 
civil marriage, whether their parents are both biological parents or not. Legalizing 
gay mariage not only means equality on some symbolic rights for the gay 
minority, it means that me, and my sister and all my gay-kids friends, have the 
same family rights as any other person. So, in the name of family...all parents 
shall be able to marry. 

 


